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ANGOL NYELV 
8. évfolyamos tanulók számára 

1. forduló 
Össz.pontszám: 45p  

Beküldési határidő: 2014. október 20. 

 

Név:…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Lakcím:……………………………………………………………………………………... 

Iskola neve, címe: …………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

1. Jumbled letters -  make words connected to the human body from the letters. 

 

 

1.  rthea:  6. eto: 

2. yeelid: 7. ram: 

3. gerfin: 8. beyll: 

4. are: 9. keen: 

5. ailn: 10. ershould: 

 

 

10p  

 

 

 

2. Choose from the words bellow to fill in the sententences: 

doctor, cooks, shy, silence, safe, bird, cloud, stone, chickens, good. 

 

 

1. The early ________________ catches the worm. 

2. A rolling _________________ gathers no moss. 

3. No news is _________________ news.  

4. Once bitten twice ________________. 

5. Don’t count your _____________________ before they are hatched. 

6. Every ___________________ has a silver lining. 

7. Better ___________________ than sorry. 

8. __________________ is golden. 

9. East or west __________________ is best. 

10. An apple a day keeps the ____________ away.  
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3. Complete the story with the words below, there are three extra words: 

 

A man was …………….. in the park and came ……………..a penguin. He took him to a 

policeman and said, ’I ……………..found this penguin, what …………….. I do? 

The policeman…………….. politely, ’Take him to the zoo.’ The …………….. day the 

policeman was walking in the ……………..park when he saw the same man with the 

penguin. He walked ……………..to him and said ’ …………….. I tell you to take that 

creature to the zoo?’ ’Yes,’ replied the bloke ’that’s …………….. I did yesterday and today 

I’m taking him to the movies.’  

 

(what, next, across, walking, have, should, replied, same, up, didn’t, why, did, asked) 

 

 

 

4. Find the answers to the riddles, there are three extra words.  

 

What goes up and down but never moves? 

What kind of bow is impossible to tie? 

What do snowmen dance at? 

What has a neck but cannot swallow? 

What never asks questions but gets plenty of answers?      

   

(bottle, star, stairs, snowball, doorbell, rainbow, beetle, bowl) 

 

10p  
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5. Answer the questions on the basis of the text. 

 

The 2014 FIFA World Cup, which is an event that is held every four years, took place in 

Brazil between 12 June to 13 July 2014. It was the second time that Brazil hosted the 

competition, the previous being in 1950. The tournament was staged in South America for the 

first time since 1978 in Argentina, and the fifth time overall. 

A total of 64 matches were played in twelve cities across Brazil in either new or redeveloped 

stadiums, with the tournament beginning with a group stage. For the first time at a World Cup 

Finals, the matches have used goal-line technology and a special foam spray to mark where 

the defending players are ordered to stand by the referee in the event of a free kick. Spain was 

the defending champion, having defeated the Netherlands 1–0 in the 2010 World Cup final to 

win its first World title, but it was highly unsuccessful now. The previous four World Cups 

staged in South America had all been won by South American teams. In 2014, Germany 

defeated Argentina and won the object of all footballers’ desire.  

 

1. What’s the name of the game?  

 

2. How often are World Cups organised? 

 

3. How many times has Brazil hosted the Cup so far? 

 

4. What happened in 1950? 

 

5. What kind of stadiums hosted the matches? (2p) 

 

6. Which two technical inventions were used? (2p) 

 

7. Who was the champion four years ago? 

 

8. What’s the object of all footballers’ desire? 
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